
Water 2: 

 

Britain rarely suffers from droughts - there's usually too much rain to find empty reservoirs. But it's 

still a topic that gets people talking. The cost of it, for example. In some parts of the United Kingdom 

the supply of water has been privatised. Regional water companies are responsible for water and 

sewerage.  

Water meters are not used in Northern Ireland and are rare in Scotland - but they're becoming more 

common in other parts of the country. What should happen if you don't pay your bill? Water suppliers 

in England and Wales have the legal power to disconnect customers who have not paid their bills, but 

disconnections are always a last resort for water companies and the number of households that have 

been disconnected because of unpaid bills has been going down. In Scotland and Northern Ireland 

disconnection is illegal.  

 Sometimes there's too much water. Summer floods in 2002 caused hardships to many families in 

Glasgow who were not insured against flood damage. The 19th century sewage system was blamed. 

When it was built it promoted greater public health through improved water quality. But that was a 

century ago. 

 Water quality is another problem. Farmers are sometimes blamed for putting on their fields fertilisers 

and other chemicals which later leach into rivers, especially when the water table is high. But 

hundreds of Scottish farmers have been helping to clean up pollution and help protect bathing water. 

                          ______________________________________________ 

Find the opposites in text above:  flood, legal, usually,  

Explain these words: Hardship, a last resort, to leach, households 

 

                                       Questions:  

When is the difference between tap water or bottled mineral water? 

If farmers or industry pollute drinking water, who should pay for the clean-up? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Explain the following numbers:                                             What happened?  

9, 842;       2.5%;       50-100 litres per day;       40% ;     2010   

_______________________________________________________ 

Complete the text with words at the bottom.  

When an oil ________ at sea hits rocks a result is that oil ________ out.   If not stopped quickly 

an oil _______  will ________________ the sea and coastal ___________ .  

_________chemical _____________  also  sometimes __________, or slowly _____,   out of 

industrial __________ and _______ into rivers.  _____________ are expensive to clean up.  

 

Toxic  slick  pollute  seep   leakages   pollutants  leak  tanker  leaks   beaches  tanks   leach 

 


